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U.S. Army Will Require That Women Shower With Men,
And Men Shower With Women

Serhej Calka/iStock/Getty Images Plus

In yet another sign that the inmates are
running the asylum called the Biden
administration, U.S. Army training
documents say that women must shower
with men, and men must shower with
women.

In the name of “transgender” rights, of
course. If a mentally-ill soldierette declares
that she’s a man, then she can shower with
the boys. If a mentally-ill soldier declares
that he’s a woman, then the U.S. military’s
lady contingent will get an eyeful.

The policy applies whether or not the
“transgenders” have undergone “sex
reassignment” surgery.

The latest from Tranny Joe’s cross-dressing circus comports with The New American’s earlier report on
his “transgender service policy,” which is really a brainwashing program to convince American military
personnel they can believe six contradictory things before breakfast.

RUSSIA – HERE WE COME !
US Army training slide instructs soldiers to shower with transgenders.

MUST EXPOSE LIMP NODES ..
“..must accept living, working conditions, characterized by little or no privacy.”
#BrokeWokeMountain #woke https://t.co/zYPW7i1Kk2

— OverHeads (@BeeyongSison) July 8, 2022

Another Vignette

The “transgender service policy,” as TNA reported in March, is explained in vignettes that show GIs
how to react if they cross the trail of mentally ill comrade who thinks he’s a woman.

The vignette uncovered by Breitbart, curiously, doesn’t deal with men showering with women, but
instead with a woman showering with men. Perhaps the Army doesn’t want women to think it’s setting
them up to be raped.

“The training slide offers a ‘vignette’ instructing soldiers on what to do if they encounter a female
soldier who identifies as male according to the Department of Defense’s personnel tracking system
known as Defense Enrollment Eligibility Reporting System (DEERS), but has not surgically transitioned
and still has ‘female genitalia,” Breitbart reported.

The slide is titled “Soldier/Unit Training Barracks, Bathrooms, and Showers”:
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Vignette: Following his transition from female to male (which did not include sex
reassignment surgery) and gender marker change in DEERS, a transgender Soldier begins
using male barracks, bathroom, and shower facilities. Because he did not undergo a surgical
change, the Soldier still has female genitalia. …

“Soldiers must accept living and working conditions that are often austere, primitive, and
characterized by little or no privacy. … Understand anyone may encounter individuals in
barracks, bathrooms, or shower facilities with physical characteristics of the opposite sex
despite having the same gender marker in DEERS.”

As well, “transgender Soldiers are not required or expected to modify or adjust their behavior based on
the fact that they do not ‘match’ other Soldiers,” Breitbart reported.

And the sane military personnel who don’t go along: They’ll be disciplined.

Other Vignettes

Biden opened the military to sex deviants and the mentally-ill “transgenders” five days after he took
office, and the “trangender service policy” was published shortly thereafter.

SCOOP: As Russia Wages War, US Army Forces Officers to Train on on Gender Identity —
Mandatory military training program obtained by @FreeBeacon pushes soldiers to undergo
gender reassignment surgery https://t.co/4LAYbYmXIP

— Adam Kredo (@Kredo0) March 1, 2022

The “vignettes” surfaced in March.

The so-called vignettes, which explain how to handle transgender personnel, are meant to brainwash
normal military personnel.

“Soldier who was assigned male at birth says he identifies as a female,” one such vignette begins:

Soldier lives as a female in his off-duty hours. He has no medical diagnosis, does not plan to
seek medical treatment, and does not experience significant distress relating to his gender
identity. Soldier is not requesting to be treated as a female while on duty.

Aside from treating the soldier with “dignity and respect,” military personnel must pretend he needs a
new “gender identity,” not a discharge and psychiatric treatment:

If Soldier later requests to be identified as a female during duty hours and/or experiences
increased distress relating to his gender identity, inform Soldier of the Army’s transgender
policy and recommend that he see a military medical provider. Gender transition in the
Army begins when a Soldier receives a diagnosis from a military medical provider indicating
that gender transition is medically necessary.

Strangely, these vignettes used standard pronouns, not the myriad ridiculous words that “transgenders”
have adopted to confuse anyone speaking to them.

War On Normalcy
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Biden and his daft underlings have been waging war on decency and normality since before he took
office, when he picked a man who thinks he’s a woman to oversee the Defense Department’s transition.

EXC: Top New Biden Staffer Defended Underage, Gay Prostitution Website Raided By Feds
in Jaw-Dropping 2015 Article. https://t.co/xOYM8dXceh

— The National Pulse – RSS Feed (@TheNatPulseRSS) July 5, 2022

After he took the oath, Biden picked a man who thinks he’s a woman as his No. 2 health official.

And in his latest assault on the sensibilities of normal Americans, he picked a sex deviant and child
prostitution apologist to run the Energy Department nuclear waste disposal bureau.
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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